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ALETTERFROMINCOMINGSAF
PRESIDENTANDCHAIRWOMAN
SHARONDAUK
Dear all,
I am honored and
excited to begin serving
as President and
Chairwoman of Student
Agencies Foundation. I
first became involved
with Student Agencies,
Inc. in 1986 through a fellowship at the Johnson
Graduate School of Management. I served as a
full-time consultant for the student managers
at SAI, advising the team and providing
oversight during my time as an MBA student. It
was during this time that I first met M ich ael
Kar an gelen (?90) who was then the Manager of
the refrigerator rental business before he

became President in 1989. Having served
with Michael in various capacities related to
Student Agencies, I have seen first-hand the
tremendous impact he has had on our
organization. It is as a result of his steady
leadership and vision that SAF has grown to
be one of the leading organizations for
student entrepreneurship. His commitment
to all things Student Agencies has always
been grounded in his belief and
commitment to the Mission, which is
dedicated to providing Cornell students
with the extraordinary opportunity to gain
practical experience starting and running
businesses while earning a substantial
portion of the cost of a Cornell education. It
is my humble honor to take the reins and it
is my intent for SAF to continue the great
work he has championed over the past
many years he has served as President.
Thank You, Michael!

Looking forward as I begin my new role, it is
in many way like picking up where I left off.
While serving as the Consultant from
1987-1989, I oversaw the redevelopment of
409 College Avenue, which now houses eHub
along with commercial tenants on the first
floor and student apartments on the fourth
floor. As you know, Student Agencies
Properties (SAP) serves as our endowment of
sorts and therefore it is crucial that we
strengthen and maintain that endowment.
After more than 30 years, we are committed
to that effort with the planned
redevelopment of 411-15 College Avenue. As
President of the Foundation as well as a
member of the SAP redevelopment
committee, I will be intimately involved in
helping oversee and guide this most
important effort. More details to follow in the
coming months.
Over the 30 plus years during which I have

served as a member of the Board of Directors
of SAI and SAP and more recently as Trustee
of SAF, I have had the pleasure of furthering
our mission of providing experiential learning
and entrepreneurship opportunities for
Cornell students and watching Student
Agencies evolve into what is now a
multimillion-dollar corporation. During my
time as a board member, I have worked with
my colleagues to establish the eHub, which is
located on floors 2 and 3 of 409 College
Avenue, the startup accelerator programs
eLab and Life Changing Labs in collaboration
with Entrepreneurship at Cornell, which has
since launched many successful companies.
Most recently, SAF has also served as a
leading founder of the Student Run Business
Association, which I look forward to helping to
develop into a mentorship resource
student-run businesses across the Country.
Most importantly, I will strive to continue to

guide our organization to provide as many
opportunities for Cornell students to grow,
learn and gain valuable real-world experience
that will aid them in their future endeavors.

This edition of the eNews will include:
-

A Student Manager Spotlight on Jam ie
M oor e-Gillon (?21)
An eLab spotlight on Respon se

Sincerely,
Sh ar on Dau k (M BA '89)
Chairwoman and President
Student Agencies Foundation

ANINTRODUCTIONTOJAMIE
MOORE-GILLON('21),GENERAL
MANAGEROFHIREDHANDSMOVING
COMPANY
Jam ie M oor e-Gillon (?21) is a
rising junior from Madison, New
Jersey studying Hotel
Administration and pursuing
minors in Real Estate and
Information Systems. In his free
time, Jamie enjoys cooking, hiking, and traveling.
Before joining Student Agencies, he had previous
work experience in foodservice and sports
management, having interned for Crystal Palace
Football Club in England as well as a sports agency
in New Jersey. Jamie aspires to have a career in
asset management focused on hospitality after he
graduates.

Jamie first learned about Student Agencies
through two other students in his fraternity,
Delta Upsilon, who were previous Assistant
Managers of Big Red Shipping and Storage.
They encouraged him to apply for a position,
so he attended several informational sessions
in the fall. He was drawn to apply to Hired
Hands Moving Company specifically because
of the day-to-day consistency of the job and
the opportunity to manage all aspects of the
business. So far, Jamie?s favorite part of
managing Hired Hands has been the people
he works with, from his co-managers Ju lian
Iacovelli (?21) and Den ver Space (?21) to the
drivers and field workers. With his
co-managers, he has been able to develop a
well-organized system to manage people and
help recruit a team of reliable, diligent
employees.
When asked about how his overall

.

experience at SAI has broadened his horizons,
Jamie remarked, ?To be able to run a business
yourself and be involved in marketing and sales,
you get a wholesome understanding of how a
business operates, which is unique.? He has also
highlighted the unique opportunity to discover
firsthand what he likes and dislikes in business
while still in college. Jamie also brought up the
value of gaining experience by working with
customers on a daily basis. ?I?ve learned a lot
about face-to-face and over the phone customer
service, which is a unique skill that you practice a
ton with Hired Hands,? Jamie shared. Naturally,
his position as General Manager comes with its
own set of challenges as well. One of Jamie?s
biggest challenges has been trying to help Hired
Hands achieve budgeted numbers for this year
following an especially lucrative year in 2018
with a major commercial moving contract.
Though expectations for the team are especially
high this year, this pressure only further
motivates them to exceed their budget. Jamie

remains optimistic about this year ?s major
upcoming jobs, with a long-distance move to
Minnesota coming up as well as a contract
with the new Cornell Fine Arts Library as it is
finishing construction.
Heading into their peak season this summer
will get quite hectic for the Hired Hands
team, who expect to be averaging around 3-4
moves per day. That being said, Jamie is
going into peak with excitement rather than
anxiety, describing it as the ?moment they?ve
all been waiting for.? Jamie and the Hired
Hands team are eager to be operating at full
capacity during peak and get all their moves
done successfully. As for his long-term vision
for Hired Hands, Jamie predicts that they will
continue to have consistent success with
local residential moving, which is its core
business. He hopes that they get to build on
more commercial moves, lock in commercial
clients, and develop a stronger relationship
with Cornell going forward.

ANINTRODUCTIONTOELABSTARTUP
RESPONSE

60 days?? this is the average purchasing time it
takes nonprofit organizations to order and
distribute sufficient aid to millions during severe
natural disasters, famines, and other humanitarian
crises according to eLab team Respon se.
Co-founded by Engineering students Keivan
Sh ah ida (?20), Kais Baillar geon (?20), and Nolan
Gr ay (?20), Response is aiming to prevent such
lengthy delays in humanitarian delivery from
occurring again by helping procurement officers at
nonprofits purchase life-saving supplies in
significantly less time.
The team originally met one another during

orientation week for the College of Engineering,
developing a friendship first before eventually
coming together to develop a startup. Keivan
and Nolan, pursuing majors in Computer
Science, and Kais, pursuing a major in
Operations Research had all been drawn to the
entrepreneurship community at Cornell given
their experience building software to solve real
problems within their respective majors. Keivan,
for example, had been a member of Cornell?s
AppDev Project Team and worked on their
inaugural Cornell Dining-affiliated app Eatery
which is now used by over 6,000 students a
month and available on both iOS and Android
platforms. Having their past projects such as the
Eatery app come to fruition further sparked the
team?s interest in entrepreneurship, so they
began by participating in the 2018 Life Changing
Labs summer incubator program. Following the
program, they felt ready to apply to be a part of
the 2018-2019 eLab cohort.
Keivan, Kais, and Nolan knew that they wanted
to build a software product that was designed to
help others and make a positive impact in the

world. The team was interested in working with
nonprofit organizations, so they devised an initial
product intended to improve communication
between donors and nonprofits. However, upon
connecting with organizations like UNICEF, the
Response team learned that there were much
more serious problems facing nonprofits and
wanted to work to solve one of these larger
issues. They entirely changed the focus of the
product to address one such problem??
procurement. As they discovered with the case of
one severe drought that affected a district of 1.5
million people in Pakistan, procuring life-saving
resources for millions of people is usually an
overly complex process executed manually
through pen and paper, faxing, and extensive
paperwork. The goal of Response is to function as
a ?digital procurement officer,? putting this
process online and automating it for the ease of
both the distributors and recipients of
humanitarian aid. Response narrowed down their
target customer to focus on humanitarian
development organizations in the $100-500
million revenue range that are on the field

long-term, addressing a wide range of issues from
refugee crises to drought. What Response aims to
do is to significantly cut down the amount of time
the procurement process takes for each of these
organizations.
With the resources available to them through
eLab, the team made significant strides over the
past year to develop Response into what is now a
live platform for digital procurement services with
a growing pipeline of customers. ?eLab has been
the most important resource we?ve had access to
at Cornell,? Keivan remarked as he reflected on his
time in the program. ?From the moment we sat in
our first interview with eLab Managing Director
Ken Rother and were asked questions about
aspects of our business we hadn?t even
considered before, we knew we were working
with truly veteran entrepreneurs.? eLab provided
the Response team with the funding and
resources they needed to gain a holistic
perspective of the nonprofit organization and
humanitarian aid system and get in contact with
key figures, mentors, and prospective customers
in the field. The team had the privilege of pitching

to investors in New York City as well as traveling
to Washington D.C. to interview leading nonprofit
officials and attending one of the largest
humanitarian conferences in Brussels, Belgium.
In addition to these types of connections, another
aspect of the eLab program that helped the
Response team was the internal accountability it
provided. Every week, the team had to check in
with peers and professors, which served as a
?powerful mechanism for us to achieve more
because we had to deliver on what we said,? as
Kais explained. The team described eLab as an
?incredibly open and supportive community? with
a strong dynamic between the different teams in
which everyone was there to help one another.
Before Life Changing Labs, the team felt that they
had been operating more or less on their own.
That is until eLab welcomed the Response team
into the ecosystem, which helped them build the
confidence they needed to develop their vision
for Response and begin pursuing major clients.
The team just recently moved out to Washington,
D.C., where they set up headquarters at
co-working space WeWork for the summer.

Washington, D.C. is an ideal location for Response
to grow as most of their target nonprofit
customers are based in that area, which will be a
great growth experience. As their platform for
pilot organizations goes live, the team is eager to
be closing their first contracts and securing their
first customers this summer with a goal of going
full time with Response after they graduate this
coming year.
Like most startups, Response has experienced its
fair share of growing pains. Fine-tuning small
details such as incorporation and forming
contracts can take up a lot of time for the team.
?This summer poses a good amount of
uncertainty given how much we will just have to
learn as we go,? Keivan elaborated. However, with
the ongoing support of eLab, the Response team
remains optimistic and excited for the rest of the
summer. Although the 2018-2019 program has
come to an end and they are now considered
eLab alumni, the team is grateful for all the
resources eLab has provided and will continue to
leverage the relationships they have formed along
the way. When asked what will motivate the team

going forward, Kais responded, ?We felt like as a
group of product designers and software
developers, one of the best ways to have an
impact was to help nonprofits operate more
efficiently. We feel motivated by the concept of
reaching more beneficiaries. If we succeed in
what we?re doing, we will reach millions, which is
very rewarding and an exciting experience for us.
It?s by far our favorite part of the journey.?

